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IT WAS A CONTINUATION OF THE German ACTION"

By Alexander CLIFFORD, representing the Combined British Press

The toe of Italy,

Sunday nornlng

It is still an engineer ! s mar over here.

.British and Canadian troops are pushing on ahead into the hills and along the

roads* But there is no energy* There has ‘been nothing remotely resembling a battle

yet* You can scarcely call it fighting oven* It is just campaigning*

To all intents and purposes this European invasion is a continuation of the

Gorman rearguard; action up through .the tip of Sicily toonrds Messina, Hon no have. *

crossed the Straits which is simply like a very vide river and has gone on with

the same sort of suing. Of course, no do not expect it to go on like this very long.
But-, that is hew. it is non*.

X have checked up with all the units who landed and nowhere ms any organised
resistance offered to us* If the Germans or anyone else'"speak of stiff resistance

do not believe them. There mas no more opposition than at Pantclleria,

There are big concrete gun emplacomenta along this coast and the guns arc still

in them. There arc pillboxes built into the cliffs and strong-posts overlooking

every beach. But no one tried to hld them. It mould have been madness to have

tried, T/c had a one hundred 'per cent mass superiority at sea, nearly as good in the

air and a tremendous mass of land artillery across the Straits* In every dimension

me had overwhelmingly the upper hand, and v/c could have blasted those defences to

smithereens. In some cases mo did. But mostly it uasn ! t necessary*

The Germans and they seem to be what counts now decided immediately

against defending Europe down here on thos» rocky shores. No tactics mere possible

except v/ithdrav/al* The countly mas far too rugged to mass for counter-attack.

Tanks are out of the question* There mas no possibility of preventing cur getting
ashore in viom of our terrific gunpomer and there mas no possibility of lotting us

got half ashore and then counter-attacking —as they did against the American First

Division in Sicily* They simply had to continue the retreat that they started in

Sicily and withdraw towards some place, where resistance is possible.

So' it is that non, aftor tvro days, our bridgehead is firn and solid and growing

steadily thicker* You vrould bo astounded if you drove along these roads non*

The traffic is as thick as London. Local Carabiniere have reinforced the Military
Police in controlling it* And every single vehicle there has been brought across

and landed on the beaches*

It is all flooring along mith the smoothest and most expert organisation,
there have boon no lags anywhere* Occasionally the Navy drams a little ahead of

the army or vice-versa but in a fern hours the schedule is levelled up again*

No ope is going short of anything. I even saw mail from homo being delivered to

one formard battalion* Yet the invasion is only tmo days old*

There just is not any frontline to write about* Sappers are looking for mines

and building tracks round demolished bridges, and patrols are sneaking through the

orange groves and glamboring over the stepp shrub covered hills in search of the

enemy* Sometimes/gun fires somewhere or/mortar shell lands and once or twice

there has been machine-gunning, Nothing more.
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The Luftwaffe’s effort is on just the same scale as it was in Sicily, They are

up against a mighty R.A.F. fighter screen which forms a wall round cur bridgehead and

they are hardly ever getting through it. They are relying on fighter-bombers in

couples, which come in tremendously high or very low and make hit-and-run raidson the

beaches or on shipping in the Straits, So far I have seen only two oftheir efforts.

Cnee they dropped a stick of bombs along the beaches and raised a huge curtain of

brownish smoke, but it was a.quick, slapdash affair not properly aimed. One ether

time I saw them bombing a ship a couple of miles from the shore. They raised

impressive columns of water, hut I didn’t see that they did more than that.

Other people have told me of similar raids. A couple of mules were killed at

:ne place. A few men were wounded elsewhere. Of course its very noisy and unpleasant
when the bombs do fall, but it is very "small beer" as a serious air attack, I have no

doubt the Axis will make big claims but they won’t be true.

I think new, after two days, you can say the landings have been completely
successful. Everyone has reason to be pleased. There has been none of those muddles

and confusions you sometimes hear of or suspect. The casualties have been ridiculously
low. The bridgeheads have been firmly, and smoothly established. The first assault

parties which set foot in Europe are swelling into a fully equipped army with steady,

uninterrupted rhythm. The enemy has already lost his great advantage - the advantage
of an army solidly based on land against an army coming across the sea.
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